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has a poor quality.however it is very interesting that how two celebrities could make a good movie. the film should have more beautiful effects and good design like style. i think it was a good story and presentation were very good. performance of Ali zafar and Imran khan were also excellent like preity zinta and shreya howrah. the song was good.but the language was not good in the film. the

film has a poor quality, it was amazing work by the director duo. but for me i cant believe this. i am mad.I am not a hero you dont come and tell a story like this and tell it is a film about the brother. first tell the story and they also do not tell the story of the brother. The film is directed by the cinema major product Ali Zafar, and released on June 22, 2011. The film is a bilingual with subtitles in
Hindi and English and created in India. The film is a remake of the 2005 film with the same title. It stars newly-wed couples and is a romantic comedy, with comedic touches. This movie will be based on the story of a young couple's life. The film is about a young couple who were newly-wed to each other. They want to have a child, but they do not have the money to pay for the a fertility
clinic, where the male partner donate his semen for a fee. The young man was a physiotherapist, who worked in the same hospital as the young woman. She was a medical student. When they met, they fell in love, but due to different academic standings. He could not get his degree, because his results were not good, and thus could not secure a job. Thus he went to help his friend, who is a

rickshaw driver. He helped her brother to get into the medical college, and she became a medical student. They got married, but her brother did not have the money to pay for the clinic, so he asked his brother-in-law for a loan. After some days, he
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